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AGENDA

• Our overall charging framework and what we are trying to achieve

• Infrastructure charges – how do we arrive at final charges (modelling approach)?

• Income offset and asset payments – historic and looking ahead to the changes in 2020

• Our approach to consultation and customer engagement

• Bill stability – walking through the proposed examples which Ofwat plan to introduce in 2020 for water companies to 
demonstrate bill stability
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WHAT WE ARE TRYING 
TO ACHIEVE
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LEADING THE MARKET

Our charging framework will support the ambition of leading the market through 
being the easiest to deal with and value for money

This means our charges will be:

• Easily understood by our customers and our people

• Structured in a way that meets the needs of each customer segment

• Fair, competitive/cost effective and predictable year-on-year

• Compliant with Ofwat rules and

• Compliant with competition law



FRAMEWORK

• Customer experience; 
small, large, self lay

• DMeX performance

• Ofwat monitoring 
framework performance

Leading the 
market

• Ofwat rules

• Water UK guidance

• Self lay code of practice

• Regulation changes

Compliant 
charges

• Jacobs recommendations
Robust and 
defendable 

• Price review determinations 
/ price controls

Financial 
parameters

Charges 
strategy Annual 

mandate Charge design Calculation Documentation

Internal support / approval / sponsorship

Business readiness

External engagement

Structure

Robust and assured Assurance Competition lawStrategy

STEC DC AC Board

Regulators Trade bodiesCustomers

Publications and tools CA document Self-serve tools Website

FAQs Quoting toolsTraining

2018/2019 2019/2020

Rule compliance
Publication compliance

Comprehensive & transparent publication
Robust assurance performance

Infrastructure charge incurred costs
Requisitions charge per plot, incurred costs
IO/AVP flat %
Sewer adoption per metre
Service connection fixed charges

2020/2021

Previous outputs plus:
Ofwat rating of ‘exceeds expectations’

Reputation of ‘best in class’

Requisitions charge per metre
IO/AVP no AVP

IO vs infra charge
one-off NAV 
payment

Service connection simplify
Discount scheme review

Hafren Dyfrdwy review, align, transition





WHERE WE STAND TODAY
Cost of our charges:

• Middle of the market range across our charges
• Income offset / asset payment – one of the highest (most beneficial for developers and SLPs)

Structure of our charges

• Mains requisitions: per plot whereas most of the market use a version of per metre or bespoke components
• Income offset: flat percentages of construction costs – the market is largely split between percentage and per plot value
• Service connections: reasonably granular in line with most of the market – we are looking to introduce simplified options for connections on 

development sites (to new mains)
• Sewer adoption: per metre rather than using a bespoke matrix (still based on 2.5% and 10%)

Publication, explanation and customer tools

• Charging Arrangement document: transparent, thorough, “clear and accessible”
• Assurance statement: improvement in 2019/2020 with consultation themes and actions and explanation of maintaining the balance
• Statement of Significant changes: honest and clear
• Explanation of how our charges are derived – market feedback - greater granularity/transparency
• Opportunity to introduce self-serve estimators & more succinct user-friendly guides

Customer consultation and engagement

• Effective programme
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INFRASTRUCTURE 
CHARGES
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CONTENT

• Overview of catchment planning

• Engaging with LPAs

• Charging principles
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CATCHMENT PLANNING (3)
• Drainage & Wastewater Management Plans (DWMP)

• Commissioned by Water UK in collaboration with Defra, Welsh Government, Ofwat, Environment Agency, Natural 
Resources Wales, Consumer Council for Water, ADEPT and Blueprint for Water. 

• Framework published in November 2017 with DWMPs to be published in Summer 2022 to inform PR24 Business Plan
• 3 Planning Horizons:  Short (2025-30), Medium (2025-30) and Long (2025-50)
• Structured outputs for all sewerage companies
• Will raise visibility of catchment needs with strategies to inform planning and accommodation of growth as well as climate 

change.
• Complex catchments will required adaptive pathway thinking to manage uncertainty surrounding climate change, new 

development and impermeable area creep
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LPA ENGAGEMENT
• 78 local planning authorities across our wastewater region

• Early engagement to inform 
• SHLAA allocations
• Water Cycle Studies
• Local Plans
• Neighbourhood Plans

• Aim is to identify potential capacity ‘showstoppers’ and identify strategic options
• Desktop assessments to RAG potential risks but also opportunities
• Early understanding of likelihood and uncertainty to inform development of Local Plan
• Developments ‘by-passing’ the local plan can be difficult to plan for

• Early SMP optioneering to identify strategic opportunities to work with developer
• Coalville
• Worcester
• Gaydon
• Scunthorpe
• Lichfield

• Identifies co-creation opportunities and reduces risk of abortive investment
• Phased strategies aimed at ‘least regrets’ to give least cost long term flexibility
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CHARGING PRINCIPLES
• Foul flows based on average metered water usage/occupancy rates with adjustment to take account of diurnal daily peak 

flows.  10% included for future misconnections during the life of a development.  Existing asset capacity based on verified 
hydraulic modelling.

• Developer responsible for connection to preferred point of connection, with Severn Trent addressing off-site capacity 
deterioration upgrades.

• Developer should only pay the cost of connection (or its equivalent)
• Early opportunities to develop connection strategies can offer efficiencies
• Solutions strategies often sensitive about timing, build phasing and land ownership
• Development uncertainty can affect solution selection

• Ofwat Regulatory Accounting Guidelines (RAG) followed where upgrades alleviate pre-existing risks.  Proportional 
allocation based on pipe diameter.

• Purpose codes used to ensure correct cost allocation.

or or
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PROFILES AND REGULATORY TABLES

APR – 2E, 2J AND 2K 

PR19 - APP28 AND DRAFT DETERMINATION DEVELOPER SERVICES TABLES
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STABLE, APPROPRIATE AND BALANCED

• We need to maintain stable charges which maintain the balance between customers

• Setting a robust forecast and setting charges from that forecast need to align however we need to take mitigating actions to ensure 
charges are not simply set based on the refreshed five year forecast each year which will cause fluctuations – we need a rolling mind 
set and not simply an ‘in-year’ mind set

• There are many factors which would impact a forecast, especially five years ahead, not least factors such as Brexit which is front of 
mind at the moment

• We therefore carry out our ‘formulaic’ approach to setting charges based on our robust forecast to start with

• Then we consider what level of factoring we need introduce to set appropriate, stable and balanced charges including:

 How close has our actual spend reflected previous forecasts for historic years?
 What annual step changes are we comfortable in making (and passing on to developers) if there are steady increases or decreases 

required over a number of years?
 What level of charge is being paid by developers vs bill-paying customers and is this proportionate and fair?
 If we under or over deliver on the investment how do we ‘true up’ in subsequent years?
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BENCHMARKING
Company Total Water infrastructure Waste infrastructure Long-term fixed charge

Yorkshire £250 £75 £175

Wessex £337 £147 £190 Assesses investment out to 2040

Thames £350 £140 £210

Northumbrian £520 £185 £335

Anglian £677.50 £458.50 £219
Five year fixed charge – initially to 

2020

Severn Trent £703.97 £438.89 £265.08

United Utilities £765 £350 £415

Southern £857.50 £200 £550 - £765

South West £860 £101 £759
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INCOME OFFSET 





SUMMARY OF CHANGES

Changes

• Current mains laying requisition income offset will be moving against the infrastructure charge

• And will therefore be available to all customers not just developers who require a new main or self lay customers

• The annual amount of income offset applied across all customers will be the same as previous years however it will be 
spread across more customers so the benefit received will be reduced for those developers and self lay customers who 
currently receive the offset

• No income offset or asset payments will be made on water or waste schemes. Mains and sewer requisition charges will 
be full cost.

• One off income offset for NAV’s in line with developer income offset rather than a discounted bulk supply agreement.

What is driving the changes?

• Level playing field across all customer segments



HOW WILL THIS WORK FOR WATER?
CURRENT

Application Fee Connection Charge
Infrastructure 

ChargesMains RequisitionsST lay

Application Fee Connection Charge
Infrastructure 

ChargesAsset paymentSLP lay

£1,739.82
(new mains)

£80,000
(water)

£1,739.82
(new mains)

£5,000
(10% of £50,000 

construction costs)

Income offset 
£45,000

£45,000
(90% of £50,000 

construction costs)

£80,000
(water)

*Illustrative figures only



HOW WILL THIS WORK FOR WATER?
TO BE

Application Fee Connection Charge
Infrastructure 

ChargesMains RequisitionsST lay

Application Fee Connection Charge
Infrastructure 

ChargesAsset paymentSLP lay

£1,739.82
(new mains)

£35,000
(water)

£1,739.82
(new mains)

£50,000
(full cost)

Income offset 
£45,000

£35,000
(water)

*Illustrative figures only
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OVERVIEW
ILLUSTRATIVE FIGURES

WATER (annual figures)

Mains scheme costs £10k’s - £100k’s

# mains schemes c500

Infrastructure charge £300-£400/plot

All properties c27-28,000

Offset for all customers c£400-£500/plot

WASTE (annual figures)

S98 sewers scheme costs £100k’s - £m’s

# S98 sewer schemes c10

Infrastructure charge £300-£400/plot

All properties C31,000

Offset for all customers c£30-£60/plot

*Illustrative figures only based on broad annual figures



KEY CONSIDERATIONS

How we structure the income offset

We are currently planning to use a single standard ‘per plot’ approach which applies to all developments.

• Is this an approach you would support?
• Are there other approaches or considerations we should be considering?

Presentation and explanation

We are currently planning to show the mains requisition charge, the infrastructure charge and the income offset 
separately to make it clear how the net position of charges payable has been reached for each scheme. We know that 
other companies show a ‘net’ charge for all three for simplicity.

• Is this an approach (showing the components separately) you would support?
• Are there other approaches or considerations we should be considering?



KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Other key considerations

• Transition arrangements and implementation

• Process and documentation 

• Communication of the changes

• Cash flow within the first few years of the new mechanism

• Our infrastructure discount scheme and licence condition C credits

• Existing schemes already in progress

• Tax treatment
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REQUISITION CHARGES
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NEW WATER MAINS CHARGES
CURRENT (2019/2020) APPROACH

Standard charging Non-standard charging

• PE schemes with

• Between 5 and 250 
plots and

• Up to and including 
22m connection 
length

 Lay only £ / plot

 Open cut £ / plot

Included Approach

• PE schemes with less 
than 5 or greater than 
250 plots and

• Barrier pipe schemes

 Menu of rates (more 
bespoke)

Included Approach

• Over 22m 
connection length

 Additional per metre 
charges



ACHIEVING THE RIGHT BALANCE
• We have continued to review whether per plot is the right approach over the last two years

• Our assessment is that it is not proving to be the differentiator we thought it would be

• Our customers are not demonstrably getting greater benefit through this method compared to our peers

• We have included non-standard criteria in our per plot approach to ensure these charges are always broadly cost reflective, 
most recently moving to a bespoke/menu of rates approach for barrier pipe which has meant that a reduced amount of 
schemes fall under standard charging and causing some customer confusion

• With a growing focus in the market on enabling competition and maintaining a level playing field we are planning to move to a 
per metre/menu of rates approach for 20/21 which is more cost reflective for every scheme

• The per metre/menu of rates approach would also have the benefit of bringing us in line with the majority of the market

• The introduction of estimator tools within our market has helped customers with ease of self-quoting and appear more 
impactful than the structure of the charges themselves

• We would like to understand what else we could be doing to ensure you can estimate scheme costs within a reasonable level 
of accuracy
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BROADER CHARGES
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BROADER CHARGES 

Infrastructure charges & the infrastructure discount scheme

We have a simple ‘per plot’ charge for water and waste across our region which we are currently planning to maintain. 
• Would you be in favour of moving to zonal infrastructure charges?

We will be reviewing our infrastructure discount scheme in 20/21 assessing it’s impact over the past few years but also in view of the 
income offset changes. We also need to consider the outcome of our PR19 FD outcome in our thinking.

Sewer adoption inspection charges and sewer requisition charges (S98)

Our current sewer adoption charge is based on 2.5% of onsite construction costs in line with industry guidance. We are reviewing the 
option of moving to a new approach which is based on our incurred costs of managing the process from end-to-end.

We have seen variability in the estimated costs we provide to developers for S98 sewer requisition schemes which we want to 
improve – we are not planning to necessarily change the value of the charge but assess what we can provide for the fee that provides 
greater cost certainty.

Service connection charges

Simplified service connection charges for site work
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HAFREN DYFRDWY

Ofwat has been consulting with us for a number of years on implementing charging rules similar to those we have in the English 
market to Wales which were due to go live in April 2020.

The decision has now been made that new charging rules will go live in April 2022 for Welsh water companies.
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CUSTOMER 
CONSULTATION
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WORK PACKAGES –
BILL STABILITY
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WORKED EXAMPLES – SINGLE CONNECTIONS

Type Package description

Single connection No new mains/sewer required;

25-32mm and 100mm water/lateral drain pipe as applicable;

Combination of footpath and road surface types in calculations;

Short and long connection and road crossing

New block of flats (10 

units)

No new mains/sewer required;

Large diameter water connection and a single sewerage connection;

Combination of footpath and road surface types;

Short and long connection and road crossing

Ofwat specified

Ofwat specified
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WORKED EXAMPLES - SITES

Type Package description

Small house development 

(10 new connections)

New mains and sewer required – total length 50m each;

Combination of unmade and road surface types

Medium house 

development (50 new 

connections)

New mains and sewer required – total length 300m each;

Combination of unmade and road surface types

Large house development 

(200 new connections)

New mains and sewer required – total length 1,000m each;

Combination of unmade and road surface types;

Self-laid infrastructure Admin fees (application, inspection, etc.)

Ofwat specified

Ofwat specified

Ofwat specified

Ofwat specified




